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The initial meeting of the Great Teacher Colloquium was designed to explore:
1) The qualities that define great teaching and great teachers;
2) Possible approaches in regard to recruiting, training, evaluation, professional

development and compensation that would ensure a great teacher in every classroom
in Anchorage.

Over the course of the one-and-a-half day session, participants had the opportunity to hear
from national and international experts about high-performing school systems in other
countries and the validity and usefulness of standard U.S. measures of teacher quality. In
addition, they heard from the Superintendent of the Anchorage School District about ASD’s
teacher corps and professional development and evaluation efforts. Over the course of the
meeting participants identified the qualities they would like to see embodied in all Anchorage
teachers, as well as a small number of high-leverage actions they would like to explore further
in subsequent sessions.
The Great Teacher Colloquium, while featuring several expert presenters, was designed as a
forum for the community’s open dialogue and the development of common ground around
ways forward. As noted above, many of the participants were from the community and were
not educators or experts in the education field. They were all, however, thought leaders in
Anchorage, many with deep connections to a wide range of constituencies. What is presented
below is a record of the discussion as it unfolded, representing the perspectives, opinions and
conclusions of the colloquium participants.
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Education Matters was founded at the conclusion of the Mayor’s Education Summit, a yearlong effort to engage community leaders and the public in identifying strategies to improve
outcomes for all K–12 students in Anchorage. Education Matters is a non-profit that will serve
as a convener and catalyst for action to ensure the community’s voice is heard. It is focusing
on the high impact reforms identified by the Mayor’s Education Summit, beginning with great
teaching.
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school board members, teacher’s union officials, elected officials, business and other
community leaders to consider approaches to ensure that every classroom in the Anchorage
School District has a “great” teacher.
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Education Matters
Great Teacher Colloquium Session 1

My favorITe TeaCher
As an introductory exercise, participants in small groups discussed teachers that had made a
significant difference for them and talked about some of the qualities that stood out. While
they noted a range of attributes, participants most commonly cited those on the personal side,
rather than those related to teachers’ subject matter expertise. Many focused on teachers who
were able to establish a personal connection, and teachers who struck them as particularly
passionate, inspiring or creative. Teachers’ ability to connect with parents and the community
at large was high on the list of memorable qualities as well. Participants also mentioned
teachers who raised the bar: maintaining high expectations for their students, pushing each
student to be the very best they could be, and accepting nothing less.
This discussion served as a touchstone for participants as they delved into the specifics of
teacher qualifications, training, certification and more. Remembering what had really made
a difference for them—teachers having the time and ability to make personal connections
with students and meet each student’s individual needs—helped participants focus on finding
measures that might enable every teacher to do the same.

paNel 1
International models of excellence in teaching: Lessons from
Singapore and Finland
Presenters:
» Dr. Ee Ling Low (Associate Dean for Program and Student Development, Singapore
National Institute of Education)
» Dr. Pasi Sahlberg (Director General, Finland Ministry of Education and Culture)
The first evening’s panel was designed to present radically different models of teacher
recruitment, training, evaluation and professional development in education systems where
student outcomes were among the highest in the world. Finland and Singapore, with very
different education systems, both have extremely high student achievement and both have
dramatically different approaches to teaching, beginning with the screening process for
students hoping to pursue a career in teaching. While many aspects of these systems reflect
unique political, geographical and cultural aspects of their respective countries, understanding
their approach to teaching raises many important questions and suggests possible avenues of
exploration for Anchorage, and by extension other U.S. school districts.

Both presentations are available online at www.anchorage-education.com.
Lessons from Singapore
In her presentation, Dr. Low spoke in depth about Singapore’s system of recruitment, training,
support, evaluation and compensation. She posed the initial question: How does Singapore
ensure and sustain a high quality teaching force, and provided a detailed answer. Her remarks
NVTUCFVOEFSTUPPEJOUIFDPOUFYUPG4JOHBQPSFTDPNQMFUFMZDFOUSBMJ[FEUFBDIFSFEVDBUJPOBOE
compensation system. All teachers are trained by the same system in the same way and are
BTTFTTFEBOEDPNQFOTBUFECBTFEPODFOUSBMJ[FEEFDJTJPOTćJTJTWFSZEJČFSFOUGSPNUIF64
and Anchorage, where teachers come through many different teacher education programs.

from

singapore: Key points

Recruitment and Selection: Very selective (1 in 8 applicants selected). Includes early
in.
Incentives to become teachers
experience.
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success

Highly rigorous teacher education program

Holistic evaluations strategy
Identifying areas for further professional development and improvement;
Identifying and grooming talent so as to retain the best teachers;
Upholding the quality of teaching and integrity of the profession.
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professional development);
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t3FDSVJUJOHIJHIMZRVBMJĕFEUFBDIFST JODMVEJOHIJHITDIPPM DPMMFHFBOEVOJWFSTJUZ
students or mid-career professionals);
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tćFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTFYQFSJFODFRVBMJUJFTUIBUEFĕOFiHSFBUUFBDIJOHw UIBUJT MFBEUPIJHI
outcomes) and how to identify them;
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During the session, Dr. Ee Ling Low of Singapore and Dr. Pasi Sahlberg of Finland each gave
a presentation on teaching in their respective countries. Both are internationally sought-after
speakers and experts on teaching. Both were asked to speak about:
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Great Teacher Colloquium Session 1

Lessons

from

singapore: Key points (cont’d)

Enhanced performance management system
A tool for self-evaluation;
A tool for coaching and mentoring;

“Systemic Enablers”
Academy of Singapore Teachers:

Singapore Education Story:
Selecting and attracting top quality educators;
Competitive compensation and career development packages;
Professionalism of the teaching profession;
School leadership development;
Systemic coherence;

“If any child has three great teachers in a row they will soar academically regardless of their racial
or economic background.” — False

Required building trust in the system: 89% of the population trusts schools in Finland.

Broad conditions for educational success: Finland is at or near the top internationally in

Comparing the global education reform movement to “the Finnish Way”:
on winning and achievement;
on learning.

National investment in critical policies and programs:
School funding;
Early childhood development;
Child health and well-being;
Special needs education.

Key factors in success of teachers in Finland:
Highly selective application process;

teacher training schools and a departmental structure;
Rigorous pathways to leadership positions.

Key lessons from Finland:
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“The most important single factor in improving quality of education is teachers.” — False
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Lessons

community

Dr. Sahlberg took a high-level approach in his presentation, beginning with the overarching
philosophical principles of the Finnish Education Reform and the conditions he believes are
critical for broadly successful student outcomes. He then went into some detail about the
Finnish system. As in Singapore, teacher education and compensation decisions are highly
DFOUSBMJ[FEBOEUIFSFJTPOFQSPHSBNPGUFBDIFSFEVDBUJPO)PXFWFS VOMJLF4JOHBQPSF 
individual schools, principals and teachers in Finland have a great deal of autonomy, and Dr.
Sahlberg stressed that because the quality of teachers is so high, ongoing evaluation based on
student outcomes is not a major component of the Finnish system.
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Lessons from Finland
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During a Q&A session following the presentations, participants asked the presenters about
issues that had resonance in Anchorage and explored whether and how Singapore and Finland
had addressed those issues.
t%JČFSFOUJBUJPOBOEJOEJWJEVBMJ[FEJOTUSVDUJPODrs. Sahlberg and Low both described the
ways in which their countries’ systems work to meet each student’s needs. Both countries
track students into vocational versus academic tracks.
t&RVJUZ Participants focused on questions of equity—the level to which students share
an equal playing field on a range of social and economic measures like housing, income,
health care—and the role a lack of equity plays in educational outcomes in Anchorage.
ćJTXBTJOSFTQPOTFUP%S4BIMCFSHTEJTDVTTJPOPGNFBTVSFTPGFRVJUZJO'JOMBOE BMM
very high) and how they provide critical support for Finland’s educational success. In
both countries access to housing, quality early childhood programs, parental leave, health
care and more were all discussed as factors in student outcomes and the success of their
teaching pool. Participants noted that this was not the case in the U.S. and in Anchorage,
and that it was a continuing challenge for teachers working with economically challenged
students whose basic needs were often not being met.
t4FMFDUJWJUZPGUFBDIFSFEVDBUJPOQSPHSBNTThe extreme selectivity of teacher education
programs in both countries was of particular interest to the participants, as this is
HFOFSBMMZOPUUIFDBTFJO"MBTLBPSUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT BOEDFSUBJOMZOPUUPUIFTBNFEFHSFF
as in Singapore and Finland). Improving the quality of the recruiting pool became a
focus of the remainder of the meeting. Both Dr. Low and Dr. Sahlberg pointed out that
their systems start with the most highly qualified high school students—the best and
brightest—all of whom have been screened specifically for teaching aptitude in addition
to academic qualifications and whether they like children. Both agreed that starting with
such a highly qualified group, whose selectivity in and of itself raises the prestige of the
teaching profession, make professional development, evaluation, retention and other
issues less problematic. They also stressed that this selectivity has not diminished the
diversity of their teaching pools, and that teachers in both countries come from a range of
socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds.
t4DIPPMDIPJDFćFRVFTUJPOPGTDIPPMDIPJDFBMTPDBNFVQ BOPUIFSPGUIFIJHIMFWFSBHF
initiatives identified in the Mayor’s Education Summit). School choice is not an issue in
Finland: parents trust local schools to an extraordinarily high degree. In addition, while
UFBDIFSFEVDBUJPOJO'JOMBOEJTIJHIMZDFOUSBMJ[FE TDIPPMBENJOJTUSBUJPOJTOPU TPTDIPPMT
are able to adapt their style and curriculum to meet the needs of their communities. In
Singapore parents are allowed to choose a school other than their neighborhood school
for their child; however most parents do not see this as necessary and it is not commonly
done.
t4ZTUFNJDEJČFSFODFT Some of the systemic differences between the U.S. and Finland and
Singapore were highlighted in the Q&A. Some notable points:
#PUI'JOMBOEBOE4JOHBQPSFIBWFIJHIMZDFOUSBMJ[FEUFBDIFSFEVDBUJPOTZTUFNT 
which is a complete contrast to the US and its 1000+ credentialing institutions.
5FBDIFSTTBMBSJFTBSFBMTPDFOUSBMJ[FEBOEUIFTBNFJOBMMQBSUTPGUIFDPVOUSZ
Singapore relies heavily on high-stakes testing to determine which schools and
programs students attend.

t$SFBUJOHBVOJĕFEUFBDIFSQSFQTDIFNFMJLFUIBUGPVOEJO4JOHBQPSFBOE'JOMBOENBZOPU
work in Anchorage where 65% of teachers are trained Outside.
t.PTU"4%UFBDIFST QBSUJDVMBSMZJOHSBEFT DPNFGSPN0VUTJEFTIJęJOHUIJTSBUJP
could be important to improving outcomes, especially if the selectivity and rigor of Alaska
programs is dramatically increased.
t*O'JOMBOEBOE4JOHBQPSFUFBDIFSFEVDBUJPOTUVEFOUTEPOPUQBZGPSUIFJSFEVDBUJPOUIJTJT
a possible option for a wealthier state like Alaska.
t8FNVTUDIBOHFUIFDVMUVSBMOPSNGPSDPMMFHFEFHSFFTJOFEVDBUJPONPWFBXBZGSPNUIF
“if you can’t—teach” mindset and increase the status of teaching as a profession.
t.BLJOHUFBDIJOHBIJHIFSTUBUVTQSPGFTTJPOSFRVJSFTNPSFUIBOKVTUNPOFZJUJTBMTPB
NBUUFSPGSFTQFDU.POFZJTOPUUIFPOMZ PSFWFOUIFQSJNF NPUJWBUPSGPSQFPQMFXIP
choose teaching as a profession.
t4JOHBQPSFBOE'JOMBOETNPEFMTPGMFBEFSTIJQBOEDPMMBCPSBUJPO FYUFOTJWFBNPOHUIF
UFBDIJOHDPSQT BSFLFZTVDDFTTGBDUPST8FOFFEUPQSPUFDUUJNFUIBUBMMPXTGPSUFBDIFSTJUF
DPOOFDUJPODPMMBCPSBUJPO
t'PDVTTIPVMECFPOFNQPXFSJOHUIFJOEJWJEVBMTUVEFOUUPNBYJNJ[FQPUFOUJBM
t(JWJOHTUVEFOUTUIFBCJMJUZUPPQUGPSWPDBUJPOBMPSBDBEFNJDUSBDLJNQSPWFTPVUDPNFT
t(PPEPVUDPNFTJTOPUKVTUBNBUUFSPGUFBDIFSRVBMJUZUIFDPNNVOJUZOFFETUPEPNPSFUP
NFFUBMMOFFETJO.BTMJOTIJFSBSDIZPGOFFET JODMVEJOHQSPWJEJOHTPDJBMTVQQPSUTJOBSFBT
beyond education). This will lead to greater equity and higher achievement.
t"UUFOUJPOUPFBSMZMFBSOJOHJTOFFEFE
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The following morning, participants reflected further on what they had heard in the previous
evening’s presentations and discussion. Several themes rose to the surface:

Finland leadership
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)JHITDIPPMTJO'JOMBOEIBWFTIJęFEUPBiCMFOEFEMFBSOJOHwNPEFM NPSFMJLFB
university model) where a certain number of credits are required, but students have
more say in their curriculum and the pace at which they finish those credits. In part
as a result of this shift, drop-out rates in Finland have gone from 30% twenty years
ago to 4% today.

community

In Finland, students start school at age 7, but the vast majority of children are
enrolled in some sort of early childhood program before that.

success

Finland relies far less on testing, and students have opportunities to participate in
either vocational or academic tracks.
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Great Teacher Colloquium Session 1

paNel 2:
Identifying and supporting quality teaching in the U.S. and in
Anchorage
Presenters:
» Dan Goldhaber Ph.D. (Director, Center for Education Data and Research; Bothell
Professor in Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences, University of Washington)
» Ed Graff (Superintendent, Anchorage School District)
Following Friday morning’s refection, a second panel spoke from a domestic perspective about
research and practice regarding how best to identify and support quality teaching. The first
presenter, Dan Goldhaber, is an education researcher who has focused on the indicators and
effects of teacher quality on student outcomes. The second, Ed Graff, the Superintendent of the
Anchorage School District, presented the district’s approach to teacher recruitment, training,
and professional development along with key ongoing initiatives on this front.
Both presentations are available online at www.anchorage-education.com.

What the Research Says about Teacher Quality
*OIJTQSFTFOUBUJPO%S(PMEIBCFSGPDVTFEPOi"EPQUJOHTDIPPMJOHQPMJDJFTUIBUSFDPHOJ[FUIF
important differences that exist among teachers.” He talked about the importance of teacher
quality and the empirical research demonstrating the difference teacher quality makes. And he
reviewed the research on what are seen to be traditional measures of teacher quality and their
relevance and usefulness in differentiating teacher quality as it relates to student outcomes.

What
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teacher QuaLity: Key points
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Change retention policies.
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Recruit higher quality teachers into the profession;
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possible ratings. This makes such ratings an ineffective measure for decisions about retention
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teacher quality has a major impact on student outcomes.
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Anchorage’s Quality Teaching Initiatives
The Superintendent gave an overview of the Anchorage School District’s recruiting,
professional development and assessment and evaluation plans, entitled “Identifying and
Supporting Quality Teaching. He began with an overview of the district’s make-up and its 3600
teachers, and then provided background on ASD’s strategic plan and important initiatives to
achieve targeted outcomes.

anchorage’s QuaLity teaching initiatives: Key points
Every child. At least one year’s growth. Every year.

What constitutes effective instruction?
Plans for teacher evaluation:
and in keeping with state requirements that achievement account for increasing percentage of

Philosophy for professional development:
Everyone is speaking the same language;

Use natural learning opportunities;
Help all teachers use good teaching practices;

Critical importance of community support.

pulling teachers out of their classes;

Support every teacher to become world-class;

Sustain efforts to continually provide best instruction.

t*EFOUJĕDBUJPOBOESFDSVJUNFOUParticipants became increasingly certain that Anchorage
needs to pay attention to how it identifies and recruits teacher candidates. This seemed
especially important given that many felt that a teacher’s disposition, rather than his or
her certification, is a critical factor—and one which professional development does not
really alter or improve. Tied in with this issue of recruiting was a discussion of raising the
prestige of the teaching profession.
t&WBMVBUJPOTParticipants also wanted to give serious consideration to how ASD evaluates
teachers and principals, and how those evaluations might better lead to targeted
professional development. They thought that perhaps a different evaluation approach was
called for when it comes to Title I schools or otherwise challenging classrooms.
t3FUFOUJPOBOETFOJPSJUZFinally, participants considered teacher retention and the
assertion that while it takes 5-8 years for teachers to reach their maximum potential,
Anchorage has a large number of newer teachers. Some said that this had to do with
Alaska’s policy of giving teachers coming from Outside credit for up to 5 years seniority
and no more. They felt this may reduce the incentive for more experienced teachers to fill
available teaching positions in Anchorage.

expert

understanding
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t*ODFOUJWFTUIBUXPSLSimply having a Master’s degree does not seem to have an effect on
the quality of teaching, and even National Board Certification is questionable. Merit pay
also does not seem to have a significant effect. However, in underserved schools incentives
GPSUIJOHTMJLFFYUSBUJNFBOEPSWBMVFBEEFEdo seem to have an effect.
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t3FĘFDUJWFQSBDUJDFBOEMFBSOJOHDPNNVOJUJFTBuilding in opportunities for reflective
QSBDUJDFBOEDSFBUJOHQSPGFTTJPOBMMFBSOJOHDPNNVOJUJFT CPUIXJUIJOTDIPPMTBOE
between schools and Alaska’s teacher education programs) struck participants as a
QPUFOUJBMMZHBNFDIBOHJOHTUFQ'JOEJOHXBZTUPTUBOEBSEJ[FUFBDIFSQSFQBSBUJPOBMTP
seemed like an approach worth considering, despite the challenges in Anchorage and in
the U.S. system.
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t&ČFDUJWFQSPGFTTJPOBMEFWFMPQNFOUParticipants felt that some of our traditional methods
for improving the quality of teaching are not effective in improving student outcomes and
that some experimental approaches do not fare much better. In particular professional
development after the first few years of teaching is ineffective unless highly targeted, and
even then the results are muddy. Participants concluded, however, that instead of doing
away with professional development, Anchorage needs to shift its current system to allow
for more targeted, consistent, effective professional development, with more differentiation
based on student needs.

Finland leadership
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Participants’ key takeaways and recommendations reflected their understanding and
perceptions of the current situation in Anchorage:

community

After the presentations, participants worked in small groups to identify the most important
takeaways for Anchorage, recommendations for change based on the speakers’ conclusions, as
well as some questions they had for the presenters.
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In a Q&A session following the panel, a number of groups raised questions for the panelists
around evaluation and teacher effectiveness, incentives and pay differentials, and early
childhood programs along with a wide range of other queries. In addition to Dr. Goldhaber
and Superintendent Graff, Dr. Sahlberg and Dr. Low also shared their perspectives on some of
the questions raised. Some of the key points from the responses are described below:
t%BUB4PVSDFT
Participants were struck by Dr. Goldhaber’s statement of the significant differences in
teacher effectiveness, but some expressed confusion about how he was determining
that effectiveness.
When asked about the data in his presentation, Dr. Goldhaber stated that it came
from North Carolina where there is a long-standing data tracking links between
individual teachers and individual students. Washington State is also tracking
outcomes and their links to particular teachers, but has not been doing so for as
long. North Carolina has made changes in their policies on teacher retention and
professional development based on this data and Washington State is also now using
multiple measures for retention decisions.
t&WBMVBUJPO&ČFDUJWFOFTT
National Board Certification is correlated with teacher effectiveness, but does not
appear to be definitive. It is possible that the certification process leads to greater
effectiveness, but it may also reflect self-selection, as the more effective teachers are
those who choose to become board-certified.
While principals and other school leaders clearly have a critical role to play, there’s
been little study of principal effectiveness.
Dr. Goldhaber mentioned a few U.S. school districts that seem to be taking
important strides in improving their evaluation processes and differentiating teacher
quality, including Pittsburgh and Washington D.C.
)FOPUFEUIBUTDIPPMTEPOPUXBOUUPSFMZPOMZPONFBTVSFTPGiWBMVFBEEFEw UIF
difference individual teachers make in student achievement over time) and so
include other factors in teacher evaluation. However, often these other factors reveal
very little differentiation, which means that value-added by default becomes the
only measure by which teachers can be differentiated. He stressed the importance of
both basing teacher evaluation on multiple measures, and making sure that all these
measures truly allow differentiation.
Superintendent Graff, in reviewing some of the planning in ASD around evaluation,
QPJOUFEPVUUIBUXIBUTIBQQFOJOHJO"MBTLB BOEJOEJTUSJDUTUISPVHIPVUUIF64 
often happens in response to federal funding parameters. He stressed that the district
wants to focus on moving to more of a “formative assessment” approach in which
students are regularly tested to see whether they are learning critical skills, and
teachers then use that information to shape instruction for each individual student to
help them succeed.
Dr. Goldhaber took some time to review the research on the relationship between
practical experience in teaching and teacher effectiveness. A handful of quantitative
studies seem to show some features of student teaching are related to effective

The Superintendent reviewed some of the current pay differentials in Anchorage.
Teachers in ASD currently get some bumps in salary for NBCT, Ph.D. and Master’s
EFHSFFT BTXFMMBTGPSBDDFQUJOHIBSEUPĕMMTQPUT TPNFTQFDJBMJ[FEBOENVDIOFFEFE
certifications like speech, and special education. Anchorage does not offer any sort of
financial incentive to teach in disadvantaged schools, which Dr. Goldhaber suggested
was an approach worth considering. He also suggested that effective teachers could
be given larger classes in return for increased compensation.
t4FMFDUJPO 1SF4FSWJDFBOE/FX5FBDIFS*OEVDUJPO
Multiple questions dealt with pre-service training, and Drs. Sahlberg and Low shared
some background about student teaching in their respective countries:
» *O'JOMBOE UFBDIFSFEVDBUJPOJTDPNQMFUFMZDFOUSBMJ[FEćFSFBSFVOJWFSTJUJFT
with a school or schools where practicum is taught, and student teachers spend
15–20% of their time in clinical training schools with higher prepared faculty.
» *O4JOHBQPSF BMTPBIJHIMZDFOUSBMJ[FETZTUFN UFBDIFSTDBOVTFBOZTDIPPMGPS
student teacher training. 40% of time spent is practicum on site: student teachers
are on site and in the classroom as soon as possible, as much as possible. Student
teachers are posted into multiple school settings and ultimately are evaluated
1BTT'BJM.FSJU%JTUJODUJPO
» Faculty from UAA shared that they are exploring a shift to increased field
experience.
Ed Graff spoke about some of the expectations and screening tools for new teachers
in ASD. He mentioned that cultural responsiveness is now a required part of
universal pre-service teaching. He also discussed a recent innovation in screening
applicants for teaching positions. ASD now screens all applicants using the FIT
UFBDIFSNPEFM BOPOMJOFBTTFTTNFOUPGWBSJPVTDIBSBDUFSBOEBQUJUVEFNFBTVSFT BOE
is studying its effectiveness. When exploring some of the success factors for young
teachers, presenters stressed that an alignment between student teaching and first
year posting is critical to success. How new teachers are introduced and acclimated to
BOFXTDIPPM UIFiJOEVDUJPOwQSPDFTT JTBMTPDSJUJDBM"4%IBTBNFOUPSJOHQSPHSBN
PQUJPOBMCVUOBUJPOBMMZSFDPHOJ[FE GPSĕSTUZFBSUFBDIFST BOEUIJTQSPHSBN
continues informally beyond the first year.
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1BSUJDJQBOUTBOEQBOFMJTUTBHSFFEUIBUUFBDIJOHFČFDUJWFOFTTJTIBSEUPTUBOEBSEJ[F 
and it was suggested that it might be possible to use a “heuristic,” experientiallybased approach to problem solving for teaching and evaluation. Such an approach
could apply differently to different teachers or disciplines and still measure
effectiveness.
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» If the school where teacher did student teacher training is aligned with the
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» *NQPSUBOUUPFYQPTFTUVEFOUTUPUFBDIJOHFBSMZBOEBTNVDIBTQPTTJCMF GPS
example, the “Teaching Hospital” model;

community

» Time spent student teaching;

success
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Education Matters
Great Teacher Colloquium Session 1

t4DIPPM$PNNVOJUZ3FMBUJPOTIJQT
Another topic that participants and presenters addressed was community
engagement and how to build trust. Dr. Sahlberg explained that aside from
UFBDIFSFEVDBUJPOQSPHSBNT 'JOMBOETFEVDBUJPOTZTUFNJTWFSZEFDFOUSBMJ[FE
about 300 county-like units, each with their own tax revenue, each fund their
individual schools. Some decades ago schools in Finland had a highly regulated and
TUBOEBSEJ[FEDVSSJDVMVN CVUUIFDPVOUSZIBTNPWFEUPXBSETBNPSFQSPGFTTJPOBM
trust-based system in which schools have significant autonomy and design their own
curriculum. Public trust in schools is extremely high.
He went on to note that the U.S. tends to focus more on discussions of “achievement”
rather than learning. This approach, he said, plus the competitive nature of our
education reform efforts, does not tend to build trust.
t&BSMZ$IJMEIPPE&EVDBUJPO
Finally, the group raised a number of questions about the school district’s
involvement with early childhood programs. Superintendent Graff agreed that
early childhood services were extremely effective in supporting children’s academic
success, but explained that limited resources meant the district had to target
resources to high-need students. He provided an overview of the district’s current
activities:
» Education is compulsory from age 6-16;
» ASD partners with Head Start at one elementary school;
» ASD’s Migrant Education Program offers preschool for families who travel
outside the Anchorage School District boundaries to engage in seasonal fishing
or agricultural activities;
» The district offers 13 preschool programs, with 9 at Title I schools;
» King Career Center High School includes early childhood classes for students
interested in working with young children.

parTICIpaNT reCoMMeNded NeXT STepS
After the conclusion of the presentations and Q&A, participants and presenters spent the
remainder of the day working in small groups to identify the qualities and characteristics
Anchorage teachers should embody. In plenary, several themes rose to the surface, repeated in
different forms by several groups:
Qualities for ASD Teachers
t1BTTJPOGPSDPOUFOUĕSTUBOEGPSUFBDIJOHNPSFHFOFSBMMZ
t'MFYJCJMJUZUPBEBQUUPEJČFSFOUMFBSOJOHUZQFTBOEUIFBCJMJUZUPEFMJWFSEJČFSFOUJBUFE
instruction;
t4LJMMXJUIUFDIOPMPHZ

t5FBNQMBZFS
t.VTUIBWFCBTJDDFSUJĕDBUJPOT"/%NFFUUIFSFRVJSFNFOUTUPCFiIJHIMZRVBMJĕFEw
tćFZTIPVMETFFUIFNTFMWFTBTOBUJPOBOEDPNNVOJUZCVJMEFST
t4FOTFPGIVNPS
t*OUFHSJUZ
t-FBEFSTIJQ
t1SBDUJDBMFYQFSJFODFCFGPSFDFSUJĕDBUJPO

What Steps Can Be Taken Most Immediately?
Once the group had identified some of the most important characteristics, experience and
qualities they wanted to see in Anchorage teachers, they worked in small groups to develop
a small number of important steps that might help Anchorage ensure all teachers had those
qualities. The discussed what steps might be taken, who should be involved and what resources
were necessary. In large part, this effort was also an agenda-setting exercise for Education
Matters’ subsequent meetings and will help to determine the focus of subsequent Great
Teachers Symposia.
3JHPSPVT3FDSVJUJOHUP)JSFUIF#FTU5FBDIFST
Coming out of the presentations and discussions about the screening process for
applicants to teacher education programs in Singapore and Finland, the group identified
raising the standards of selection and creating a more rigorous selection process as an
important goal. They did acknowledge, however, that this would require some significant
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Many other qualities were mentioned by at least one group: these were a bit more of a mix of
teacher disposition and formal credentials and training. The fact that these were mentioned
less frequently does not indicate that there was less common ground around them: quite the
PQQPTJUF*UNBZCFUIBUTPNFQBSUJDJQBOUTTJNQMZUPPLUIFTFRVBMJUJFTGPSHSBOUFE GPSFYBNQMF 
they should be mature and responsible, and they should like young people):
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While participants were invited to include specific certifications, credentials, pre-service
training, and other more formal measures, the most common ground arose around the
disposition and aptitude of teachers. This was in keeping with the belief that a major focus for
future efforts must follow along the lines of Finland and Singapore, creating a recruiting and
screening process and a “pipeline” that funnels the best and most well-suited students into the
teaching profession.
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Education Matters
Great Teacher Colloquium Session 1

changes in the community perception of teaching as a career, and possibly the incentives
and compensation for those going into teaching. This would not be a quick fix.
 0WFSBMM UIFHSPVQBHSFFEUIBUUIFCBTJDRVBMJĕDBUJPOTOPX TVDIBTUIF13"9*4UFBDIFS
certification test and “a highly qualified” designation), while important, were not sufficient
to guarantee that candidates demonstrated the qualities participants had identified in
their discussions. Participants also wanted to better understand district hiring practices,
including the role of the district office in narrowing down the pool of teaching candidates,
and the role of school principals in making final selections. Does that system support
hiring high quality teachers in every classroom, or does it make it more difficult?
At the same time, the group also wanted to delve into the certification process for midcareer professionals and others who bring particular mastery to the table without an
education degree. They wanted to see the data on alternative paths to teaching: are
alternative certifications effective? What about attrition? How do late career professionals
fare in the classroom?
They saw ISER, the district and national researchers as important players in this effort.
-PDBMUFBDIFSFEVDBUJPOQSPHSBNTBTXFMMBT6OJWFSTJUZPG"MBTLB'BJSCBOLT HJWFOUIFJS
distance learning program) would need to adjust their selection process. Superintendents,
principals and teachers would also have to be at the table for any discussion of changes in
parameters for selection, both in thinking through how it would affect their teaching force
and how it might affect the high school curriculum. Participants envisioned a working
group or committee made up of researchers, ASD teachers, principals and administrators,
parent leaders, community leaders, the State Commissioner of Education and state and
local board members.
 ćJTHSPVQTVHHFTUFEBOJOEFQUITFTTJPOJOXIJDIOBUJPOBMBOEMPDBMFYQFSUT JODMVEJOH
ASD staff) present some of the data related to their critical questions.
$PNQFOTBUF&ČFDUJWF5FBDIJOH
One group focused on the connected issues of compensation and incentives, which
had been stressed by Dan Goldhaber in his presentation and raised by a number of
participants. In considering revisions to ASD’s compensation system, the group wanted
to bring a group together to look at the way ASD differentiates pay, and in particular the
way that seniority drives compensation. How might compensation be adjusted to address
quality as well? Some also supported considering the connection between seniority and
UFOVSF BOENBLJOHUFBDIFSRVBMJUZBGBDUPSJOSFUFOUJPOEFDJTJPOTBTXFMM ćJTSFRVJSFT
a new form of teacher evaluation better able to differentiate teacher quality.) Some also
wanted to look at higher salaries all around to incent young people to teach; however
others noted that Anchorage teacher salaries are fairly competitive with other similar
EJTUSJDUT BOEOPUTJHOJĕDBOUMZMPXFSUIBOUIPTFJO'JOMBOEPS4JOHBQPSF *UXBTOPUFEUIBU
those countries offer far more extensive social programs, including childcare, health care,
etc., which increases the value of the direct compensation. At the same time, taxes are
higher to cover those costs.)
As so many teachers, particularly in grades 6–12, come from Outside, participants also
suggested considering changing the state law that currently limits out-of-state teachers
from bringing in more than 5 years of service credit. Many felt this law discourages more
experienced teachers from coming to Alaska.
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A number of obstacles were cited, first and foremost the question of time. Administrators
and teachers are currently extremely limited in the time they can take for evaluation and
professional development activities: teachers cannot be pulled out of class, administrators
cannot be pulled of campus, and in general time pressure makes impossible the sort of
JOEFQUI QFSTPOBMJ[FEFWBMVBUJPOBOEQSPGFTTJPOBMEFWFMPQNFOUUIFHSPVQUIPVHIUXPVME
CFVTFGVM BOEUIBUTFFNTUPCFTUBOEBSEJOCPUI'JOMBOEBOE4JOHBQPSF /PUTVSQSJTJOHMZ 
cost issues also surfaced. The time and resources needed to implement a new evaluation
system would be significant, and require reallocation or new funds. The group felt that
the level of collaboration between the state and ASD could be improved and expressed
concerns about the consistency and quality of the current professional development.
Finally they cited a common concern, which is how to use student data in a way that
IFMQTJNQSPWFTUVEFOUPVUDPNFTXJUIPVUQFOBMJ[JOHUFBDIFSTXIPNBZCFEFBMJOHXJUI
challenges in their classrooms over which they have no control.

ntor

In identifying initial steps, the group suggested a review of existing teacher evaluation
programs that produce better, more differentiated results, along with a review of the
DVSSFOUFWBMVBUJPOUPPMT .BS[BOP %BOJFMTPOBOE$&- UIBU"4%JTDPOTJEFSJOHBEPQUJOH
in keeping with state regulations. They suggested that there needed to be an increase in
administrator training for evaluation, especially with the implementation of the Common
Core standards.
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This group wanted to see an approach that explicitly links evaluation to the qualities
they defined as effective teaching, and to make sure that approach has direct input into a
professional development plan for a teacher. They understood that significant changes to
the district’s evaluation methods are coming in the near future, due to a state mandate that
districts tie evaluations to student performance.

Finland leadership
take
steps

There was general agreement that the system in place for teacher evaluation is not a fine
enough tool to identify differences in teacher quality or provide useful insight into how to
help teachers improve in areas where they are weak. The group felt a wide range of players
need to pay greater attention to this subject, including the school board, superintendent,
universities, ISER, teachers, principals, the teacher’s union, students, parents, and business
and community leaders.

community

6TJOH5FBDIFS&WBMVBUJPOUP%P.PSFUP*NQSPWF2VBMJUZPG5FBDIJOH

success

Much of the discussion focused on pay incentives and whether ASD could begin to
offer incentives to teachers who teach in more challenging schools, take on additional
workload, or agree to take on positions in less appealing locations. The group also
suggested looking at current factors that increase pay for ASD teachers and consider, in
light of the research presented, whether they are effective in retaining quality teachers.
'PSFYBNQMF TJODFIBWJOHB.BTUFSTEFHSFFEPFTOPUTFFNBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUFBDIFS
quality, should pay incentives be restricted to teachers with a Masters in the subject they
are teaching?) The group noted that to explore this subject they would need a better
VOEFSTUBOEJOHPGIPX"4%QMBDFTJUTUFBDIFSTBOEXIFUIFSUIFJSBTTVNQUJPOT GPS
example, that the least experienced teachers are placed in to the most challenging schools,
and that there is higher teacher turnover in more challenging schools) are true. They asked
&EVDBUJPO.BUUFSTUPSFWJFXBOETVNNBSJ[FLFZĕOEJOHTPOUIJTUPQJDGSPNUIFFYUFOTJWF
research available from ASD and share it with participants.
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Education Matters
Great Teacher Colloquium Session 1

When asked to suggest the resources needed to dig deeper into this issue, the group
suggested that to begin this work, more information is needed: on ongoing efforts in the
EJTUSJDUBOEUIFTUBUF QMVTBSFWJFXPGJOOPWBUJWFBOEFČFDUJWFOBUJPOBMFČPSUT BTXFMMBT
those that have not been effective).
*ODFOUJWJ[F5PQ4UVEFOUTUP#FDPNF5FBDIFST
In her presentation, Dr. Low spoke about how teacher education is funded in Singapore,
through a bonding program in which students commit to years of teaching in lieu of
repayment. The group was attracted to the idea of finding ways to model an Alaskan
loan forgiveness program after Singapore’s program. Participants pointed to the state’s
financial resources as an advantage, although others worried that these resources would
decline in coming years with the decline in oil production. They saw a big potential
QBZPČJOJODFOUJWJ[JOHUPQTUVEFOUTUPFOUFSUIFUFBDIJOHQSPHSBNUISPVHIHFOFSPVTMPBO
forgiveness programs that required students to teach in Anchorage. Some suggested that
the program might be statewide, as it would require legislative support and state-level
funding.
The group suggested a series of steps necessary to put a local loan forgiveness program in
place:
t 3FTFBSDIFYJTUJOHQSFWJPVTQSPHSBNTBOEUIFMFWFMPGFČFDUJWFOFTT
t "SUJDVMBUFUIFTUFQT GSBNFXPSLBOEUJNFMJOFPGGPSHJWFOFTT
t $SFBUFBTUBUFXJEFUBTLGPSDF &EVDBUJPO.BUUFST 6""&EVDBUJPO%FQBSUNFOU 4UBUF
Legislature, Governor, Commissioner, State School Board);
t 5BLFTUFQT/08JOQSFQBSBUJPOGPSUIFOFYUMFHJTMBUJWFTFTTJPO
And they also identified the resources needed:
t 4PVOESFTFBSDIĕOEJOHTBOECFUUFSBOBMZTJT
t 'JOBODJBMTVQQPSU
*NQSPWF4VDDFTTUISPVHI5FBDIFS1MBDFNFOUBOE.FOUPSJOH
This group looked closely at two elements of success for new teachers: placement and
mentoring. They were struck both by Dr. Goldhaber’s comments and their own experience
regarding the importance of a new teacher’s match to a school. Just as important, they
wanted to ensure that mentoring programs were strong and well supported at all schools
in the district, as all felt these programs have long-lasting positive effects for new teachers.
The group also wanted to see a much stronger alignment between where teachers do their
pre-service and the schools where they complete their first few years of teaching, as they
believed better alignment and increased continuity would positively impact a teacher’s
effectiveness in his or her first three years of teaching.
They identified several critical objectives:
t "MMQSFTFSWJDFUFBDIFSTBOEOFXUFBDIFSTOFFEUPDMFBSMZVOEFSTUBOEJOEJWJEVBM
school culture, meaning schools need to define and articulate their unique
philosophy and goals. The group believed this would benefit student teachers, new
teachers, and families.

But they also believed that serious community engagement was a hallmark of effective
teaching. They held that the best teachers design their curriculum in ways that are highly
relevant to the student’s life both in and outside of the classroom, rather than teaching in a
EFDPOUFYUVBMJ[FEXBZGPSUIFTBLFPGUFTUJOH'PSFYBNQMF BMFTTPONJHIUJOWPMWFHPJOHPVU
on a fishing boat and working with the local fishing industry and applying biology, history,
writing, math and other subjects to the experience. They felt that a deeper understanding
of the community and its institutions would create opportunities for more experiential
learning that would increase student commitment and connection to school, especially in
key subjects like science and math.
Participants viewed creating deeper ties between educators and the broader community
as a way to increase the number of “home-grown” teachers, particularly those from
VOEFSSFQSFTFOUFEHSPVQT UIBUXPVMEFOSPMMJOMPDBMUFBDIFSFEVDBUJPOQSPHSBNT 6""
or APU) and choose to stay and teach in Anchorage. They believed that expanding these
connections and building a large scale professional learning community would allow
students and community to be involved in initiating projects and service, and would
improve students’ engagement and academic achievement.
The group agreed on a set of key elements, at the crux of which is increased and ongoing
QBSUOFSTIJQTBNPOH"4% UIFDPNNVOJUZBUMBSHF FTQFDJBMMZCVTJOFTTFT BOEUIFMPDBM
teacher education programs, with an emphasis on early and extensive field experience.
These elements included:
t $SFBUJOHJOEFQUIQSFTFSWJDFDPMMBCPSBUJPOUIBUDPOOFDUTTDIPPMXPSLUPDPNNVOJUZ
engagement and builds in a formal community engagement element. This element of
QSFTFSWJDF TUVEFOUUFBDIJOH FEVDBUJPOXPVME QSFQBSFUFBDIFSTUPHPJOUPTDIPPMT
and engage students in community through coursework.
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This objective encompassed a number of important goals, including raising the prestige
of and respect for teaching AND improving the quality of education by making it highly
relevant to students’ experiences and community. Participants in this group believed,
first of all, that if teachers were more visible and making a real contribution to the greater
"ODIPSBHFDPNNVOJUZ UIFQSFTUJHFPGUIFQSPGFTTJPOXPVMEJODSFBTF BOEUIFEFTJSBCJMJUZ
of the profession as well).
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Obstacles identified included staffing, time, training, disposition and funding. In
particular this group expressed concern about the challenges of having mentors leave their
own classrooms to observe and support new teachers. Mentor teacher’s classes then have
more substitutes and mentor teachers spend more time preparing plans for substitutes.

Finland leadership
take
steps

t "IZCSJEQSPGFTTJPOBMMFBSOJOHDPNNVOJUZGPSNFOUPSTBOEUFBDIFSTBUFBDITDIPPM
including both veteran and new teachers to create a truly collaborative community
bringing a range of skill sets to the table.

community

t &YQBOEBOETVQQPSUNFOUPSJOHQSPHSBNTJOXIJDIFYQFSJFODFEUFBDIFSTNFOUPSOFX
teachers, and increase professional support and development for mentors.

success

t "NPSFDPPSEJOBUFEFČPSUCZEJTUSJDUBENJOJTUSBUJPO QSJODJQBMTBOEOFXUFBDIFSTUP
strategically plan where to place new teachers within the district and even within an
individual school.
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t 1BSUOFSTIJQTCSJOHJOHUPHFUIFSVOJWFSTJUZ CVTJOFTTBOEPUIFSTFDUPSTUPCVJMENPSF
formal and continuous structure for collaboration and community engagement.
t )BWJOHIJHITDIPPMBOEVOJWFSTJUZTUVEFOUTFOHBHFJOQFFSUFBDIJOH QSPWJEJOH
education for community members as well as students in their school. These students
XPVMEXPSLUIPSPVHIDPNNVOJUZPSHBOJ[BUJPOTUPQSPWJEFDMBTTFTPOTVCKFDUTJO
which they had some expertise, perhaps creating engineering or writing projects
for younger students. The group believed this activity could be very useful in
encouraging students from under-represented groups to go into teaching, as they
gained experience and confidence working with other students.
t $SFBUJOHBNPSFWJTJCMFOFUXPSLPGUFBDIFSTQBSUJDJQBUJOHJOUIFMJGFPGUIF"ODIPSBHF
DPNNVOJUZBOEFOHBHJOHTUVEFOUT FTQFDJBMMZFEVDBUJPOTUVEFOUT JOUIJTOFUXPSL
t $SFBUJOHBi-BCPSBUPSZTDIPPMwBGPSNBMDPMMBCPSBUJPOCFUXFFOUIFUFBDIFS
education programs and the school district.
The group suggested inviting a speaker to an upcoming Education Matters meeting who
could focus on community engagement in schools, community-generated services and
grass-roots relationships within the settings of schools. They wanted to find someone
XIPIBTFYQFSJFODFJOCSJOHJOHUIFDPNNVOJUZJOUPUIFTDIPPMTZTUFN JOQBSUJDVMBS
participants cited Baltimore as a district doing innovative work along these lines).
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eduCaTIoN MaTTerS’ NeXT STepS
The Anchorage community will be involved in setting the work plan for the Great Teachers
*OJUJBUJWFCZQSJPSJUJ[JOHUIFBCPWFSFDPNNFOEBUJPOT XIJDIXJMMCFEPOFXJUIJOQVUGSPN
Education Matters’ community advisors, Education Summit and Symposium participants and
the board of directors.
To build on the work to-date, another two sessions are being planned at which experts will
be invited to assist community participants to work through the above and other ideas that
will move Anchorage closer to having great teaching and a great teacher in every classroom,
thereby preparing high school graduates for whatever career path they may chose.
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